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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, a number of large enterprise groups, which have the 
characteristics of group operation, flat structure, diversified development, cross 
regional management, have emerged in China. Large enterprise management 
structure is complex, internal transactions and equity restructuring and other issues 
are increasingly frequent, which requires the individual needs of their own tax 
service levels continue to improve, at the same time potential tax risk has become the 
focus of tax authorities in various countries. Research on how to "serve in the 
management" has been an important issue to be solved urgently in the practical and 
academic research field of our country's tax revenue. 
Innovation of this paper lies in: stand in the Angle of the tax authorities to big 
business management department of risk management study, with local features of 
Henan field to find the point of risk management mode of big corporate revenue 
management practices beneficial exploration in our country, the two aspects of risk 
management and personalized service content mastery. Fully using the method of 
literature research, theoretical study method, sum up and the empirical analysis to 
our country enterprise tax risk management and personalized service work on the 
thorough analysis, found that exist in the current working poor risk management idea 
lag, communication, coordination mechanism, information technology application 
level is not high, lack of interdisciplinary talents and so on, at the same time learn 
from OECD countries(Australia and the Netherlands) advanced practice, 
comparative analysis, to improve Henan local big corporate tax risk management 
and personalized service work, from deepening tax risk oriented enterprise 
management and service concept, promoting big business tax management and 
service system construction, innovation means to provide personalized tax service, 
perfecting the tax risk management as the core of management mode, improve 
enterprise application level and speed up the big corporate tax information 
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countermeasures and Suggestions, has carried on the beneficial exploration, in 
anticipation of Henan local big corporate tax work more to a new level. 
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